
CLASS TITLE: 60º EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE  WED  FEB 15   AM 

   TABLE TOPPER     

 

SKILL LEVEL: CONFIDENT BEGINNER 

 

TEACHER:    SANDY POZZETTA 

 

 

CLASS DESCRIPTION:    This table topper is meant to teach you how to cut fabric using 

the degree lines on your 6” x 24” ruler. Table topper will finish about 23” in diameter.  

Fabric strips must be cut prior to class.   

 

SUPPLIES: 

 

 

 

 Long quilting ruler with 60 degree lines marked on the ruler.  Most rulers will also 
have 30 and 45 degrees marked as well as 60 degrees.  Could be 6, 6 ½, 8, or 8 
½ inches wide by 24 inches long 

 Sewing machine in good working order fitted with a ¼” foot.  Please note: We 
will not have time to deal with a sewing machine that does not work 
properly so make sure you know how to use yours and that it is making a 
good stitch.  This will save you a lot of frustration!! 

 Optional: Bring a walking foot if you have one or a darning foot if you like to do 
free motion quilting.  If you have neither quilting foot, the table topper is small 
enough that you should be able to quilt it using your ¼” foot.    

 Usual  notions – Rotary cutter, cutting mat, scissors, pins, seam ripper, etc.  
  
  
   
 
 
Please note:  Instructions for Day Camp projects are the property of the teachers and 

cannot be shared or copied without permission. 

 For the top: choose 5 different fabrics that 

coordinate.  They might be all holiday fabric – 

Halloween, Christmas, etc. or fabrics left over 

from a jelly roll or just a group of fabrics that you 

like.  Mix up lights, darks, and mediums for visual 

interest.  Cut (5) strips 2½” x WOF 

 For binding: 2 strips 2½” x WOF 

 For backing: a piece 25” x 25” 

 Batting a little larger than 5”x 25” – can be cotton, 

polyester or a combination, but not too puffy 

 Coordinating thread – save time by filling a 

bobbin with this thread 

 


